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While the Duke Was Sleeping is the first book in 'The Rogue Files' series by Sophie Jordan. It is a historical retelling of
the film 'While You Were Sleeping'. Struan was fun and just what you expect from a Highlander.

And this fell very short in comparison unfortunately. Is it farfetched for a historical? But I was expecting that
before reading this. You kind of have to suspend belief for this part especially if you are familiar with the
movie. For me though, it was everything else that was a bigger issue. First thing, I did not like the heroine
Poppy. This girl is no Lucy Moderatz let me just get that out there. She has a starry-eyed crush on Marcus, the
Duke of Attenbury, who comes in to buy flowers for his countless paramours every week. A point which
seems to just fly right over her head a recurring theme here. Oh no, her Duke is a perfect gentleman. Who is a
complete stranger. But more on that later Overall I found Poppy lacked compassion, kindness and just
substance of any kind. There is nothing sweet-natured about this girl. Every character in this book labels her as
sweet and tender hearted immediately after meeting her without missing a beat. And that kinda drove me batty
considering her obnoxious OTT defensive contrary behavior around the hero Struan and how she acts around
her sister. This is more of personal taste but uptight shrewish attitude is never charming to me. Did I blink and
miss it? I felt I was being pitched a false product. And what the hell was with all the wincing? Was this
seriously the only way to show this character showing remorse? It just made emotionally charged moments
fall so flat. Moving on to my next issue. Not what I had in mind. Where was the romance? I found them so
incompatible. The lack of sensitivity between these two just made things unpleasant, superficial and not
genuine. The author focused too much time on them bickering, being nasty and misunderstanding each other
for their to be any real genuine heartfelt moments together. Struan took a backseat to a comatose Duke which
was so depressing because he was worth so much more page time There is no development, no growth or
emotions shared between the two outside of contempt and lust. I honestly did like Struan Which is probably
my least favorite trope of all time with battling couples. Where is the romantic angst in that? Jordan kept
missing the beats entirely. A big fat NO there. Which completely avoids the elephant in the room, how will
this not break their hearts in the long run once he wakes up? Who exactly does that benefit? In the film, it
made sense for old Sal to at least passive aggressively continuously try and break the news to them, here it
was the complete opposite and made no sense. And a borrowed plot no less. The secondary characters, except
for maybe Enid, just confused me and left me feeling nothing. Was anyone seriously supposed to like this girl?
The dynamic between the sisters was seriously bizarre and a little disturbing to say the least. And Strickland
giving heated stares to the much older Duchess was such a turn off. But given how much page time was spent
on Poppy championing and defending the much lauded Duke, I have a feeling he will be the hero of the next
book or down the road. If so, all I will say is Jordan has her work cut out for her. Give them depth, layers and
emotions.
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While the Duke Was Sleeping represents the beginning of a new series for Sophie Jordan. Let's see what we like and
don't like about it. Halloween is coming, and so I could see where it would be appropriate to review something a bit more
apropos.

This is a historical romance reboot of While You Were Sleeping. It made me realize a few things. The movie
hinges on its strength as an ensemble piece. I was interested to read a book based on that fave movie of mine.
Miss Plain Jane shop worker gets mistaken as hero? Hero while her fake fiance is comatose. What part made
you fangirl squeal: Hero did the internal freaking out over his I could not put this book down. Another great
story by Ms. Hopefully we will have additional books with the secondary characters. While You Were
Sleeping but with a duke and a Scotsman? Did she reach inside my brain to find all of my favorite things?
This is my catnip! Going into this, I was thrilled! I was not a fan of the "hero" in this one. He is basically
constantly telling the heroine that she wants it. He was this character that you didn? Barbara Aug 29, I cannot
wait to read this book! While You Were Sleeping is one of my favorite movies. Make that plot historical and I
am going to be in my glory reading this. Poppy, a well bred woman who ends up selling flowers in a flower
shop, is totally infatuated with the Duke of Since this is a very obvious retelling of the beloved romcom While
You Were Sleeping, it? And this fell very short in comparison unfortunatel Struan was fun and just what you
expect from a Highlander. He can be rough and sexy at the same time without being Zoe Aug 29, Will pass.
This smells like a cowardly act to me. While you were sleeping? I had a few quibbles here. The first one is
that there was overmuch inner dialogue for my taste; the second was the behaviour of the hero, Struan. Stacee
Oct 11, 3. I liked Poppy and Struan. Their banter is playful and amusing and their chemistry is off the charts.
Perhaps it would have helped if I didn? I liked it a lot! October 25, Rating: But this one I did have some issues
with. Poppy works at a flower shop and has developed a crush for one of the customers. The Duke of
Autenberry purchases flowers there regularly. Poppy dreams and h With a true heroine one who goes around
saving people Jo Oct 30, No, it was far safer falling in love with an impossible fantasy. Poppy Fairchurch
knows that fantasizing about the Duke of Autenberry is wishful thinking for a plain shop girl, but dreams are
harmless. Until she saves th Hollis Jul 12, "Infatuation is oft mistaken for love. In whatever form, it drives
people to act idiotic. I said love makes people act like idiots. Evidently you love him. Lorka Sep 04, Well, this
just goes to show me to not judge a book by its GR rating. As I am typing this, the GR rating is 3. I was very
hesitant to give this book a try as it is from a new author for me and several of my GR friends rated it on the
low side. Super cute and endearing!! Poppy is a shopgirl and although she dreams of a life with the Duke, she
knows there isn? However, when Marcus is about to get hit by a carriage, Poppy com Jessica Robbins Aug 24,
For complete review check out my blog at https: Hasnamezied Jan 02, This book is a disappointing miserable
one. At the end, I am human. Barbara Rogers Jul 08, Really 3. The Rogue Files 1 Publication Date: Phoenix77
Oct 14, I liked the movie better Download at full speed with unlimited bandwidth with just one click! Fully
optimized for all platforms - no additional software required! Experience all the content you could possibly
want from comprehensive library of timeless classics and new releases. We will not sell or rent your email
address to third parties.
Chapter 3 : While the Duke Was Sleeping : The Rogue Files by Sophie Jordan (, Paperback) | eBay
While the Duke Was Sleeping is a sexy and entertaining romantic story. The sweet and caring shopgirl Poppy dreams of
falling in love with a handsome man. She's infatuated with Marcus, but doesn't know much about him until she saves his
life.

Chapter 4 : While the Duke Was Sleeping : Sophie Jordan :
While the Duke Was Sleeping (Rogue Files, book 1) by Sophie Jordan - book cover, description, publication history.
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Chapter 5 : While the Duke Was Sleeping by Sophie Jordan
While the Duke Was Sleeping: The Rogue Files #1 by Sophie Jordan An intriguing premise in this new series from
Sophie Jordan, a companion series to The Debutante Files series. The first in The Rogue Files historical romance series
is loosely based in the film of a similar title.

Chapter 6 : While the Duke Was Sleeping: The Rogue Files eBook: Sophie Jordan: calendrierdelascience.c
Sometimes the man of your dreams Shop girl Poppy Fairchurch knows it's pointless fantasizing about the Duke of
Autenberry. Still, dreams can't hurt anyone unlike the carriage Poppy spies bearing down upon the unsuspecting duke.

Chapter 7 : While the Duke Was Sleeping - Buffalo & Erie County Public Library - OverDrive
This was a good remake of while you while you were sleeping. Poppy who is a regular shop girl has a huge crush on the
Duke who doesn't even know who she is. She ends up saving his life from a carriage while he is in the middle of a fist
fight with his half brother.

Chapter 8 : While the Duke Was Sleeping (Rogue Files, book 1) by Sophie Jordan
A bride wasn't in his plans The last thing Marcus, the Duke of Autenberry, expects to see after sleeping off a night's
drunken shenanigans is a woman being auctioned in the village square.

Chapter 9 : Review: Sophie Jordan's While the Duke Was Sleeping (Rogue Files #1)
While the Duke Was Sleeping. by Sophie Jordan. We'd love you to buy this book, and hope you find this page
convenient in locating a place of purchase.
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